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Abstract 

New insights on cellular heterogeneity in the last decade provoke the development of a variety of 

single cell omics tools at a lightning pace. The resultant high-dimensional single cell data generated 

by these tools require new theoretical approaches and analytical algorithms for effective 

visualization and interpretation. In this review, we briefly survey the state-of-the-art single cell 

proteomic tools with a particular focus on data acquisition and quantification, followed by an 

elaboration of a number of statistical and computational approaches developed to date for 

dissecting the high-dimensional single cell data. The underlying assumptions, unique features and 

limitations of the analytical methods with the designated biological questions they seek to answer 

will be discussed. Particular attention will be given to those information theoretical approaches that 

are anchored in a set of first principles of physics and can yield detailed (and often surprising) 

predictions. 

 

1. Introduction 
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The flourish of single cell technology in the last decade has led to increased recognition of cellular 

heterogeneity as a universal feature of any cell population [1]. The improved understanding of the 

cause and consequence of such heterogeneity further drives the research community to develop 

analytic approaches by which multiple molecular landscapes of cellular processes can be measured 

simultaneously at single cell resolution, inaugurating the multi-omics age of single cell biology and 

allowing researchers to ask questions from perspectives previously unattainable. In principle, one 

wants to know, for each single cell, the molecular code of the cell (the genome), the functionality of 

that cell (the proteome and metabolome), and the connection between the two – the 

transcriptome. This requires single cell discovery science that extends from genomics to biological 

function. Recent technological advances have brought a suite of single cell toolkits that permit 

robust and high-throughput quantitation of the genome, transcriptome, proteome and metabolome 

at single cell level [2]. Tools for integrated measurements of multiple classes of biomolecules 

simultaneously from the same single cells have also been demonstrated. Such measurements offer 

unprecedented resolution to the diversity of cellular states in a given tissue and enable detailed 

investigations of cellular lineage, intracellular signaling network, cellular function, and the role of 

significant cellular subpopulations or rare cell types. The simultaneous profiling of a profusion of 

cellular processes provides a wholly different kind of insight, revolutionizing our holistic view on the 

complex cellular system. 

As key executors of biological processes – the functional proteins connect genomic information to 

biological functions [3]. A variety of single cell proteomic tools have been developed for assaying 

different types of functional proteins, including cytokines, growth factors, signaling 

phosphoproteins, transcriptional factors, etc., with increasing multiplexing and throughput. Features 

and technical details of these tools been extensively reviewed elsewhere [2-7]. However, the 

methods for in-depth analysis of high-dimensional single cell proteomic data are less matured than 

the experimental platforms. Many analytic approaches for visualizing and understanding these large 
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datasets are still subjective, labor intensive and varying across research groups, which poses a major 

challenging for effectively gleaning useful biological insights from the measurements. In this review, 

we briefly survey the single cell proteomics tools and their applications in biomedicine, with a focus 

on data acquisition and the degree of quantification of each tool. With the technical foundation 

established, we'll turn our attention to the data analysis and elaborate a number of statistical and 

computational approaches developed to date for visualizing and analyzing the high-dimensional 

single cell data. The underlying principles, unique features and limitations of the approaches with 

the designated biological questions they seek to answer will be covered. We will pay particular 

attention to the information theoretical approaches anchored in a set of first principles of physics as 

they can yield detailed (and often surprising) predictions. 

2. Single cell proteomic tools with varying degrees of quantification 

Single cell proteomic tools can be categorized into two complementary types: measuring a large 

number of parameters across thousands of single cells at a given time point (snapshot), or 

monitoring a handful of parameters in the same cells over time [8]. Remarkable advances have been 

made for the tools in the first category with the emergence of highly multiplex mass cytometry and 

microchip-based platforms in the last few years. Therefore, we start with a brief review on the high-

dimensional population snapshot tools below.  

The characteristics of a single-cell proteomic assay include multiplexing capacity, throughput, 

sensitivity and dynamic range. Multiplexing capacity determines the number of proteins assayed in a 

single cell measurement and throughput dictates the number of cells analyzed in parallel. Based 

upon the nature of the reported results, the single-cell proteomics assays are assorted into three 

classes, qualitative methods that qualitatively identify cells that express a given proteins (e.g., 

ELISPOT), semi-quantitative methods that measure protein abundance in relative units (e.g., 

flow/mass cytometry, image cytometry, single cell western blot) and quantitative methods in which 
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calibration curves can be established to translate analytical signals into protein concentration or 

even copy numbers (e.g., SiMoA, Microengraving chip, SCBC).  

2.1 Qualitative methods 

Qualitative methods are utilized to differentiate positive and negative expression of target proteins 

in cells. The enzyme-linked immunospot (ELISPOT) assay is a qualitative assay for detecting cytokine 

secretion at single cell level. Typically, immune cells are localized on an antibody-coated surface, 

followed by cytokine secretion upon stimulation. Secreted proteins are captured by the immobilized 

antibodies in the vicinity of individual cells, and then detected by secondary antibody with enzyme 

amplification for signal readout. The numbers of spots are measured to evaluate the frequency of 

cytokine-secreting cells for monitoring immune system activation. ELISPOT is highly sensitive for 

detection of secreted proteins, but is colorimetrically limited to detect only 1-3 cytokines 

simultaneously [9].  

2.2 Semi-quantitative methods 

Semi-quantitative methods measure protein abundance in relative units. Fluorescence flow 

cytometry (FFC) is the most established method for single cell protein analysis. With fluorophore-

labeled antibodies, it can analyze primarily, membrane and cytoplasmic proteins associated with 

signaling pathways underlying many diseases in millions of single cells at a moderate level of 

multiplexing (<15 proteins) [10-13]. Mass cytometry (CyTOF) extends the concept of flow cytometry 

to assay more than 30 proteins through the use of antibodies that are tagged with transitional metal 

mass labels rather than fluorophore labels (Fig. 1A) [14]. For measuring secreted cytokines, both FFC 

and CyTOF require first blocking protein secretion and then fixing and making permeable the cells to 

allow for perfusion of dye-labeled antibodies. Blocking cytokine secretion constitutes a significant 

perturbation to the cells and the level of 'secrete-able' cytokines may not faithfully recapitulate the 

functional measurement of cellular secretion. Droplet-based microfluidic flow cytometry alleviates 
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this concern via encapsulating single cells and cytokine-capture beads in droplets, enabling the 

measurement of proteins secreted by single cells [15, 16]. The protein levels measured by FFC or 

CyTOF are in arbitrary unit, depending on the instrument settings used in taking the measurement. 

Because each instrument has a characteristic efficiency prolife, comparison of data across 

instruments is challenging and requires sophisticated normalization [17]. Even when consistent 

settings are used, variability in instrument performance makes comparison between datasets 

acquired on different days uncertain unless the instrument is calibrated. The calibration can be 

performed by running a sample of calibration beads to normalize multiple datasets for comparison. 

In addition, calibration beads coated with known and increasing numbers of IgG are utilized to mimic 

the binding of specific monoclonal antibodies to surface proteins. These beads allow generation of a 

calibration curve relating mean fluorescence intensity to the number of target proteins assayed [18]. 

However, such quantitation might not be reliable due to the differences between cells and beads. 

Meanwhile, cytoplasmic proteins require intracellular staining and thus fail to be calibrated to 

determine the number of protein molecules expressed per cell due to a lack of calibration method.  

Image cytometry based on cell staining typically assay 3-4 membrane or intracellular proteins per 

cell because of the spectral overlap of fluorophore-labeled antibodies. Multiple cycles of staining 

and de-staining enable measurement of more than 20 proteins simultaneously [19]. Similar to flow 

cytometry, image cytometry also has the difficulty in calibration of membrane and cytoplasmic 

proteins and fails to relate fluorescence intensities to protein copy number. A variant of image 

cytometry is to label antibodies with photocleavable DNA barcodes in replace of fluorophores. Each 

antibody has a unique sequence label [20]. After antibody binding to the proteins within the cells, 

the photocleavable linkers are broken upon UV radiation and release the unique DNA barcodes that 

are detected by hybridizing to fluorescent complementary array for quantification [21]. However, 

antibodies in this detection scheme are not conjugated to a fixed number of DNA molecules. The 
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efficiency of DNA barcode release is also subject to variation. These factors attribute to difficulty in a 

reliable calibration.  

Compared with other single-cell proteomic methods, single cell western blotting (scWestern) 

developed by the Herr group [22, 23] overcomes the antibody cross-reactivity because proteins are 

first separated by molecular mass (via electrophoresis) before the antibody probing step, thereby 

enabling clear discrimination between on-target and off-target signals. In scWesterns, a photoactive 

polyacrylamide gel is coated on a microscope slide and aligned with an array of open-microwells for 

cell lysis in situ, gel electrophoresis, photoinitiated blotting to immobilize proteins and antibody 

probes.[10] scWestern has been reported to exhibit a linear dynamic range of 1.3-2.2 orders and 

detection thresholds of ~27,000 molecules. However, it is subject to many variables in the assay and 

therefore difficult to be calibrated for quantitative measurements. 

2.3 Quantitative methods 

Quantitative methods report copy number of target proteins by directly counting or establishing 

calibration curves. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is the most widely used quantitative 

protein assay in clinic, relying on calibration curves to transform fluorescence signals to the protein 

concentration. With 'spectral addresses' defined by distinct proportions of red and near-infrared 

fluorophores in the microbeads, Luminex xMAP (Multi-Analyte Profiling) platform utilizes a bead-

based ELISA-like assay to significantly increase the multiplex level of protein detection in a very small 

sample volume, yet not to the resolution of single cells.  

A handful of microfluidics-based single cell proteomics tools, as exemplified by single cell barcode 

chip (SCBC) [24-26] developed by the Heath group (Fig. 1B) and microengraved chip [27, 28] 

developed by the Love group, miniaturize an array of ELISA to surface-based immunoassays in 

microchip devices, leading to quantitative, multiplexed protein detection in single cells. SCBCs isolate 

single cells, or defined number of cells, into microchambers that each contains a many-element 
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antibody array (the barcode). Depending on the application, a few hundred to ten thousand [29, 30] 

individual microchambers with volumes between 0.1 and 2nL are included within a single chip. 

Spatially encoded antibody barcodes [31] in SCBCs enable simultaneous quantitation of more than 

40 secreted, intracellular and membrane proteins from single cells [32]. An on-chip calibration curve 

with standard proteins transforms fluorescence readouts to the protein concentration, leading to 

the absolute quantitation in copy number of molecules detected based on the known volume of 

assaying microchambers. A caveat for such calibration is that recombinant standards may not always 

be commercially available or may be modified from the corresponding protein produced within the 

cells (Fig. 1C). Reporting copy number of target proteins in SCBCs enables direct comparison across 

platforms, cell types, time points, clinical samples, and so on, allowing clinical studies or 

investigations in which statistical cell behaviors are compared across a perturbation series [25, 33]. 

Such calibrations are tough to do using cytometry-based approaches.  

Single molecule array (SiMoA) detects proteins with single molecule resolution and thereby leads to 

absolute quantification. SiMoA employs a large number of antibody-coated beads to capture small 

amount of proteins, which results in single molecules captured on the beads. Sandwich-type 

immunoassay with enzyme amplification is utilized for signal readout of single molecules. Serum and 

other biofluids have been investigated by SiMoA to demonstrate ultra-low detection limits and a 

large dynamic range compared to traditional ELISA [34]. The variation of prostate specific antigen 

across single prostate cancer cells have been interrogated with SiMoA to reveal the expression shifts 

with genetic drift measured [35]. However, SiMoA is limited by low multiplexing capacity, low 

throughput and high cost for single cell measurement. 

A recent publication raised serious concerns about the quality of the commercial antibodies [36, 37]. 

In their experiments, only 452 antibodies out of the 1124 tested recognized their intended antigen in 

HEK293 cell lysate. Given this large caveat, the use of antibodies for staining (as with FFC or CyTOF) 

is very different from their use in fluorescent sandwich immunoassays in microfluidic single cell 
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chips. For the latter one, each individual protein assay provides two separate measurements per cell 

(since two antibodies per protein are used) to ensure the specificity. Each individual assay can also 

be compared against every other assay in the panel for eliminating cross-reactivity.  Importantly, a 

careful analysis based on experiments and stimulation was conducted to evaluate the technical error 

of the SCBC which is around 5-10%, enabling determination of contributions from biological 

variation versus technical error [24, 38].  

3. Descriptive statistical approaches for visualizing and analyzing single cell 

proteomic data 

Rapid progress in single cell proteomic technologies empowers people to measure more and more 

parameters from each individual cells. In principle, with more measurements from each single cell, 

we should be able to gain more comprehensive understanding of the heterogeneous system that we 

are interested in. However, the power of those advanced technologies are, often times, not yet fully 

exploited. This is, to a great extent, due to the so-called “curse of dimensionality” [6]: visualizing and 

understanding these large, high-dimensional datasets poses a major analytical challenge. Various 

approaches have come into being with the purpose of assisting us to identify the subpopulations, 

discern the overall data structure and resolve the dynamic changes (Table 1). This in turn helps us to 

obtain deeper understanding of the high-dimensional dataset for making precise and testable 

predictions regarding how the heterogeneous system behaves. 

3.1 Clustering-based analytical methods for identifying biologically meaningful subsets. 

One of the main reasons for using single cell technology to study biological systems is because of 

their heterogeneous nature. The existence of multiple phenotypic and functional subpopulations is 

common in many cellular systems, despite the fact that cells have identical genomic sequences. For 

example, the human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) contain a diverse array of 

lymphocytes (T cells, B cells, NK cells, etc.) and monocytes where different cell types behave 
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differently from one to another. Partitioning the high-dimensional single cell data into biologically 

meaningful subpopulations is the major task for clustering-based algorithms.  

The traditional method for looking at cell subtypes is manual gating [39]. A region of interest in a 

biaxial plot of two protein markers is used to select desired subpopulations for further analysis of 

other markers. The entire process of gating is carried out through a series of biaxial plots, which 

renders it extremely burdensome when a large number of proteins are measured simultaneously for 

each cell. In addition, manual gating requires extensive prior knowledge of cellular system under 

study. Therefore, it is mostly used in analyzing immune cell phenotypes with known surface marker 

combinations.  

To efficiently analyze single cell proteomics data with increasing dimensionality, a cohort of 

unsupervised data-driven clustering methods have emerged recently [40-44]. Among them, SPADE 

(spanning tree progression of density normalized events), as a popular one, utilizes density-based 

algorithm to define cellular clusters and displays the underlying phenotypic hierarchy in a tree-like 

structure (Fig. 2A) [40]. It is especially useful for cellular hierarchy inference among subpopulations 

of similar cells. SPADE first performs a density-dependent down sampling followed with 

agglomerative clustering to group similar cells into subgroups. Each subgroup is represented as a 

node with a designated size that is promotional to its density. Then the algorithm connects 

subgroups together in a minimum-spanning tree where each node is connected to its two nearest 

neighbors while minimizing the total edge length. Finally, an up-sampling is performed to recapture 

the original density [40]. SPADE therefore enables visualization of the high-dimensional single cell 

data in a branched tree structure in one planar image without a predefined cellular ordering. While 

the stochastic nature of the density-based down sampling prevents the graph from being 

deterministic, this scheme prohibits the dominant cell types from dominating the statistics, 

therefore allowing people to identify both known cell types and rare/unexpected cell populations. 

This method has been applied to visualize human bone marrow datasets for recapitulating the entire 
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hematopoietic system [14, 40]. The data representation in SPADE comes with a tradeoff that single 

cell resolution is lost in the tree plot after clustering phenotypically similar cells together. The 

algorithm requires pre-specification of the number of clusters desired while the number of 

subpopulations is often unknown a priori.  

One of the limitations of SPADE is that it does not permit incorporating prior knowledge into the 

final tree structure. This limit has been resolved by Scaffold algorithm [43] via including manually 

gated known populations as landmarks in the final layout, which facilitates the interpretation 

process. More specifically, in Scaffold, cells are first clustered using CLARA (clustering for large 

applications) algorithm [45] and then spatialized in a 2D plane using force directed layout [46]. 

Therefore, because of the overlaid known cell type, an advantage of Scaffold map is that it enables 

rapid comparison of the global data structure with an existing reference. Moreover, it also supports 

comparison between samples collected from different organs by simply getting rid of the manually 

identified landmarks and overlaying them with different colors on the force-directed layout, which is 

useful to reveal detailed local structure of cell subsets (Fig. 2B). 

In addition to resolving the global data structure and identifying cellular subgroups, algorithms have 

been developed to correlate biological features of cell subsets with desired outcomes. Using a 

regularized regression-based method, Citrus (cluster identification, characterization and regression), 

a method that takes advantage of both traditional hierarchical clustering and machine learning 

approaches, helps investigators perform a correlation-based data mining within high-dimensional 

datasets, calculate the significant features of each cell subset and identify cell populations predictive 

of a clinical outcome [41]. For example, by applying Citrus to the single cell mass cytometry dataset 

taken from circulating immune cells from patients undergoing hip replacement, STAT3, CREB and 

NFκB signaling in subsets of CD14+ monocytes was found to be strongly correlated with clinical 

parameters of surgical recovery [47].   

3.2 Dimensionality reduction algorithms for visualizing overall population structure  
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While clustering-based analysis can group cells into subpopulations, which facilitates interrogating 

the differences between subpopulations, yet in a lot of other cases, the cellular heterogeneity is 

more continuous instead of discrete. In those systems, it might be challenging to set a hard 

boundary to partition the cells into clusters. Instead, people seek to keep the single cell resolution of 

the data points and meanwhile reduce the dimensionality without losing too much information so 

one can directly look at the overall high-dimensional data structure in 2D or 3D space. 

Dimensionality reduction algorithms that help visualize the data but do not explicitly identify and 

partition cells into subpopulations would serve for this purpose. 

Many dimensionality reduction approaches used for analyzing single cell proteomics data are 

derived from extensive analytical repertoire in the field of statistics and/or machine learning. 

Principle component analysis (PCA) is an old but representative method for this purpose [48]. It 

applies linear combinations of original measured parameters to create new principle variables that 

retain the most variance of the dataset. Usually, first couple principle components (PCs) are able to 

capture the main information of the dataset. When coupling first few PCs with cellular functions, the 

algorithm permits making accurate predictions regarding how a specific perturbation (e.g. drug) will 

disrupt the cellular signaling machinery as demonstrated by Wei et al., in a human brain tumor 

model of mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) kinase inhibitor resistance [49], and how to rewire 

the oncogenic signaling pathways to reactivate an extrinsic apoptotic pathway for improved 

cytotoxic chemotherapy in breast cancer cell lines [50].  However, one caveat of PCA is that a linear 

projection may be too restrictive to yield accurate representation as often times the biological 

datasets are nonlinear. Additionally, the representation by the first 2 or 3 PCs (which are easy to 

visualize) might not be useful for the questions we seek to answer, as the interesting biological 

differences are often subtle ones covered by the last few compound variables [6, 51]. 

Visualization of t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (viSNE), a nonlinear dimensionality 

reduction method, showed great promise in preserving the geometry and nonlinearity of the original 
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high-dimensional dataset in a 2D or 3D space [52]. viSNE is a variant of stochastic neighbor 

embedding using the Student-t distribution where pairwise similarity between single cell 

measurements is quantified to randomly generate a scatter plot in low-dimensional space. The 

scatter plot is further optimized by gradient descent of the Kullback-Leibler divergence [53], leading 

to a final optimized low-dimensional embedding that retains local distances and thus arranges 

neighboring data points in the original space still nearby in the low-dimensional plot (Fig. 2C). 

Unlike SPADE, the viSNE algorithm reserves single cell resolution rather being compromised by 

clustering. It has facilitated a number of high-dimensional single cell studies, including the analysis of 

the human bone marrow samples [52] and murine myeloid cell system [54]. The algorithm termed 

one-dimensional soli-expression by nonlinear stochastic embedding (One-SENSE) further assigns a 

manually predefined category (annotation) with specific biological meaning to each t-SNE axis, 

allowing testing hypotheses about relationships between different categories of cellular diversity 

[55]. However, t-SNE based approaches are computationally demanding and thus better suited for 

analyzing small datasets. When dealing with dataset with a large number of cells, in addition to the 

computational cost, not all subpopulations are visually distinct in the 2D t-SNE plane and rare cell 

subpopulations could be obscured by subpopulations with larger number of cells.  

To resolve this issue, density-based approaches have been used in conjunction with the neighbor-

embedding algorithm for reducing the dimensionality and partitioning the single cell observations 

into subpopulations. Automatic Classification of Cellular Expression by Nonlinear Stochastic 

Embedding (ACCENSE) combines t-SNE with density-based partitioning to identify local maxima from 

viSNE plots for automatic classification of putative cell subpopulations from high-dimensional 

protein expression data [56]. Alternatively, Phenograph algorithmically extract phenotypically 

distinct subpopulations from original high-dimensional dataset via a nearest neighbor-based 

community detection scheme [57]. It denotes phenotypes as communities of densely interconnected 

nodes and thus reduces the possibility of obscuring important rare cell subpopulations. With this 
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advantage, Phenograph has been successfully applied to investigate the functional heterogeneity 

and surface phenotypes of acute myeloid leukemia (Fig. 2D) [57]. 

3.3 Seriation-based analysis for visualizing cellular transition and progression 

Cellular transition between cell states is a fundamental process in biology. High-dimensional single 

cell proteomic analysis could help resolve the progression trajectory in continuous cellular transition 

processes, such as immune cell development, based upon the ergodic hypothesis where a snapshot 

picture of an ensemble of individual cells can inform us about the behavior of an individual over 

time. A handful of methods have been developed for this purpose using either single cell proteomic 

or transcriptomic datasets as input [58-62]. 

As a representative example, Wanderlust converts high-dimensional single cell data into a nearest 

neighbor graph wherein cells that have similar expression profiles are connected [59]. The algorithm 

then selects random waypoint cells and assigns each cell’s position based upon its relative distance 

from nearby waypoint cells. A repetitive randomized shortest path algorithm is applied to assign an 

average position to each cell until the cell’s position converges (Fig. 2E). Wanderlust has been used 

to successfully recapitulate the developmental path of human B cell de novo where a lot more 

regulatory information has been revealed along the dynamic process [28]. 

However, a significant limitation of Wanderlust is its underlying assumption that the developmental 

process is composed of a series of consecutive stages, with no branching. In other words, bifurcating 

developmental trajectories cannot be handled by Wanderlust. To address this limitation, a couple of 

algorithms, including diffusion maps [63], Monocle [58], SCUBA [60] and Wishbone [62] have been 

proposed for pseudo-temporal ordering of cells along the differentiation path with the capability to 

identify the branch points. The SCUBA method is based on bifurcation analysis as in dynamic 

systems, while Wishbone roots on Wanderlust algorithm but with an additional module to calculate 

the mutual disagreement matrix for portraying bifurcation trajectories. Wishbone showed great 
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promise to model bifurcated T cell development toward CD4+ and CD8+ T cells [62]. Another 

Wanderlust-based algorithm, termed Cycler, is used to construct continuous trajectories of cell cycle 

progression from images of fixed cells, and thus allows handling heterogeneous microenvironments 

(Fig. 2F) [61]. These seriation-based algorithms provide a general analytical platform for 

interrogating the important continuous cellular transition (progression) in biology, such as 

lymphopoiesis and carcinogenesis, with multiplex single cell proteomic tools.  

4. Biophysical or information theoretical approaches for understanding single cell 

proteomic data with predictive capacity 

Descriptive statistical tools depict the global data structure through mapping individual cells in the 

high-dimensional space onto an interpretable low (2D or 3D) dimensional space with minimal loss of 

information. They identify static or pseudo-temporal phenotypic subpopulations via a cohort of 

clustering strategies. However, single cell proteomic assays, if applied to a statistical number of cells, 

provide distributions of measured variables for the entire population (Fig. 1C). Such distributions 

(also termed fluctuations of the variables), originated from stochastic gene expression and 

epigenetic regulations [64-66], offer an unprecedented wealth of information about the dynamics of 

cell states, far beyond cell–cell variability and higher statistical moments. As shown in §4.4, the high-

amplitude fluctuation at the single cell level but stability across a population is a very common 

feature for a cell population at steady state [67, 68]. In other words, the population is stable exactly 

because it is heterogeneous (consider, for example, the robust nature of a diverse economy). Driven 

by various cellular and environmental cues, single cell population can go beyond the steady state. As 

in the case of a cellular transition discussed in §4.2 [69], protein fluctuations show long and uneven 

tails with increased heterogeneity, implying a instability when cells approach the transition point. A 

further query is that how the inherent heterogeneity of a single cell population contributes to the 

diverse responses to these perturbations, and how to understand such diversity from a system view 

of a stable cell population instead of enumerating phenotypic or functional subpopulations. As we 
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will discuss below, single cell proteomics can provide a conduit to the predictive world of 

information theoretical approaches underlain by physicochemical principles. 

4.1 Quantitative Le Chatelier’s principle for predicting cellular responses to weak perturbations 

Le Chatelier’s principle is extensively used in chemical systems to predict how an equilibrium system 

responses to an external perturbation. This principle has been generalized and adapted in several 

fields, including pharmacology and economics. In the theoretical framework of maximum entropy 

formalism, a quantitative version of Le Chatelier’s principle has recently been derived to relate the 

change in functional protein levels to the change in external conditions [38, 51]. 

Equilibrium, as an axiomatic concept of statistical physics, denotes no net macroscopic flow of 

matter or energy within a system or between systems. As a result, cells are non-equilibrium open 

systems, since they actively maintain concentration gradients, and exchange energy and materials 

with the environment. However, many experimental results have indicated that a cell population can 

have a stable steady state within the limits of the measurements, and such steady state enables 

inferring cellular responses to external cues with physicochemical principles. A stable steady state is 

one in which the inputs and outputs of a cellular system are balanced. Stable means that, whenever 

slightly perturbed, the system will recover its original state following release of the perturbation. A 

prerequisite for using the Le Chatelier’s principle is that the perturbation exerted onto the system 

should be small. This is because that, under a strong perturbation, the system, in our case the cells, 

may be displaced to a new stable state that is very different from its original unperturbed state [38], 

as what happened in a cellular transition. 

The Le Chatelier’s principle is summarized by the matrix equation        , where    is a 

column vector with P components representing the change in average protein levels of the P 

assayed proteins;   is      , where    is Boltzmann’s constant and   is temperature;   is a P × P 

matrix where each element is the experimentally measured covariance of a specific protein Pi with 
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another protein Pj; and    is a column vector whose P components account for the change in 

chemical potentials of the P proteins, due to a change in external conditions (the perturbation). For a 

weak perturbation, the protein copy number changes following perturbation can be predicted by the 

equation above. However, the equation does not hold for strong perturbations. 

Shin et al., coupled multiplex single cell proteomic measurement with this theoretical tool to 

investigate how the secretome of lipopolysaccharide-stimulated macrophage cells responded to 

neutralizing antibody perturbations [38]. They correctly predicted how specific cytokine levels would 

vary with the perturbation based solely on the protein copy numbers measured in unperturbed cells 

(Fig. 3A). Beyond weak perturbations, the theoretical tool could also infer when a cellular system 

experiences strong perturbation. In a human glioblastoma (GBM) tumor model, Wei et al. 

interrogated how the mTORC1 and hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF-1α) signaling axes respond to the 

changing oxygen partial pressure (pO2) from normoxia to hypoxia [51]. The theory could correctly 

predict the change in relevant protein effectors associated mTORC1 above 2% pO2 or below 1.5% 

pO2. However, between 2% and 1.5% pO2, the prediction did not hold, implying the existence of a 

strong perturbation (a switch) between two different stable states (Fig. 3B). Such switch renders 

mTOR unresponsive to external perturbations (such as inhibitors) within this narrow window of pO2. 

These surprising predictions were found to be correct in both GBM cell lines and neurosphere 

models. 

4.2 Surprisal Analysis for resolving the steady state and driving constraints in biological system. 

Surprisal analysis was first formulated in 1972 by Levine and coworkers under the information 

theoretical framework of maximum entropy for understanding the dynamics of non-equilibrium 

systems, particularly of small systems [70, 71]. Later, it has been adapted to various disciplines 

including engineering, physics, chemistry and recently in cellular systems at both population level 

[72-74] and single cell level [69, 73, 75]. The basis for applying Surprisal analysis to the single cell 

system is the concept termed single cell ensemble where relevant molecular distributions are 
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measured from many independent replicas of a compartment containing a single cell in a nutrient 

solution at thermal equilibrium [38]. The core ideas of surprisal analysis involve resolving the 

common steady state and identifying how weak and strong perturbations on the cells are 

manifested as constraints via the following matrix equation [69]: 

  0

1

experimental level of  analyte changes of  the free energy
level of  analyte in the steady state due to the constraints =1,2..

(cell, ) (cell, )exp (cell, )

.

i i i a

i

X v X v G v






   

Here, (cell, )iX v  is the experimentally measured copy number of analyte i in a given cell as a 

function of a parameter v (time, drug, etc.) and 
0 (cell, )iX v  is the analyte expression level at the 

steady state. Surprisal analysis is flexible to experimental inputs, and the analytes can be transcript, 

protein or even metabolite levels. The index α refers to a given constraint and (cell, )a v  is the 

weight of that constraint as a function of v. 
iG is the influence of that constraint on analyte i. In 

practice, 104-106 data points are integrated into the application of this equation to resolve the 

steady state, plus any constraints. In the presence of a perturbation, the resolved constraints usually 

have amplitude of a few percent of the steady state.  

Surprisal analysis has been applied towards understanding of early stage carcinogenesis [72], cellular 

homeostasis [76] and cellular transitions [74]. Recently, it has been extended to investigate cell-cell 

interactions for predicting GBM cellular architectures. In this work, Kravchenko-Balasha et al. 

analyzed interactions of tumor cells through measuring the abundance of cytokines and 

phosphoproteins in isolated pairs of GBM cells at varying separation distances [77]. Surprisal analysis 

was applied towards determining the most balanced state of the two cells across a range of cell-cell 

separation distance. The steady-state separation distance was identified between two cells for a 

couple of GBM cell lines. The prediction was found to be consistent with the most probable distance 

of those cells in bulk culture (Fig. 3C) [77]. Using the same approach, Kravchenko-Balasha et al. also 
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made the surprising prediction of cell migration towards the steady state via analyzing secreted 

proteins from hundreds of isolated GBM cell pairs [75].  

In another example, Poovathingal et al. explored the chemically-induced carcinogenesis in MCF-10A 

human mammary epithelial cells by exposing those cells, in vitro, to benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P) up to 3 

months [69]. They analyzed a panel of functional proteins and transcriptional factors associated with 

this process at single cell level. Surprisal analysis successfully identified two steady states before and 

after the treatment, and a bifurcation of the cellular populations around 2-4 weeks after the 

treatment, pointing to a phase coexistence that is reminiscent of a phase transition in physical 

system before traditional biomarkers of carcinogenic transformation becoming detectable in 

experiments (Fig. 3D) [69]. 

Maximum entropy-based information theoretical approaches, coupled with single cell proteomics, 

have been employed to predict a cohort of biologically complicated cellular behaviors, which can be 

experimentally validated. One limitation of these tools is that they normally require, as input, 

absolute quantification in protein copy number or some measure that is linearly proportional to 

copy number. Such requirement limits their utilities in analyzing some proteomic datasets with low 

abundant proteins or excessively high abundant house-keeping proteins whose measured intensities 

are beyond the linear dynamic ranges and not stoichiometrically related to the protein 

concentrations. 

4.3 Mutual Information-based analytic method for studying parameter dependency 

Mutual information is a measurement of the mutual dependence between two random variables. In 

other words, it quantifies how much information we know about one variable when we already 

know the other variable. It has been experimentally confirmed that gene expression is a stochastic 

process [78]. Mutual information approach provides an objective means to quantify the influence of 

this stochasticity [79]. However, a potential challenge of using this approach in analyzing single cell 
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datasets is that mutual information is difficult to compute on continuous data at single cell 

resolution. While adaptive partitioning [80] has been adapted [81, 82], yet it is biased toward the 

dense region of the data points, which may fail to cover the important information in the sparse 

edge regions. To address this challenge, Krishnaswamy et al. developed an algorithm termed DREMI 

(conditional-Density Resampled estimate of Mutual Information) to quantify the dependency across 

all populated regions of a dynamic range regardless of the original distribution through computing 

the mutual information on the conditional density estimate of the data rather than the raw data 

[83]. It thus allows ascertaining the effect of one protein's activity on that of another by considering 

one protein as a stochastic function of another and quantifying the strength of underlying 

relationships between the proteins.  

To be specific, DREMI utilizes conditional density estimation and rescaling to evenly resample the 

data across the entire range. Mutual information based upon the conditional probability is 

computed on the resampled data to recover the dependency. Worth noting, DREVI (conditional-

Density Rescaled Visualization) method is applied to visualize the dependency relationship as a 

rescaled heatmap. Applying the method to analyze dynamics of singling response to TCR activation, 

they showed the strength of signal transfer peaks in canonical pathway order. They found naïve and 

antigen exposed CD4+ T cells have differential information transfer rates along the signaling cascade. 

Naive cells had more information transferred than did antigen-exposed cells. This prediction was 

successfully validated in mouse models (Fig. 3E) [83]. 

4.4 Potential landscape model for predicting cell state dynamics 

The cell state (phenotype) distribution and transition within a cell population have been investigated 

using potential landscape model. The ideas originate from Waddington’s landscape [84, 85] that is 

one of the most famous metaphors for depicting how stem cells differentiate into discrete, robust 

cell states as a marble rolls down a hilly landscape towards a number of valleys. Marbles eventually 

settle into one of valley, which is similar to that cells differentiate into one matured state [7]. 
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In a modern version of Waddington's landscape model, multiple attractors have been proposed, in 

which cells reside [86]. The spread of the cluster around an attractor state is a measure of 

heterogeneity of this specific cell type [7]. The phenotypic transition induced by an external cue can 

be viewed as transition between two attractors, where the barrier height in between governs the 

probability and direction of the transition. The landscape geometry determines the dynamic 

trajectory of each individual cell and also the equilibrium phenotypic distribution of cells in the high 

dimensional parameter space. Therefore, steady state phenotypic distribution as well as the 

dynamics of cell state transition could be used to infer the potential landscape. Sisan et al. 

demonstrated the utility of an 1D quantitative potential landscape by investigating the GFP 

expression levels of a fibroblast cell line under the control of the promoter for tenascin-C [67]. They 

used a Langevin-type stochastic differential equation to quantify the steady state distribution of GFP 

expression to calculate the potential. The diffusion coefficient obtained from time-lapse microscopy 

was used to characterize the GFP fluctuation. This approach accurately predicted the rates at which 

segregated subpopulations relaxed back to the steady state (Fig. 3F). 

A similar approach was used to analyze expression fluctuation of a stem cell surface marker Sca1 in 

mouse hematopoietic progenitor cells [87]. The results indicated that the dynamics lay close to a 

critical state where the trade-off between maximizing cell-cell variability and maintaining the 

capacity to respond rapidly to environment changes was well balanced. 

So far, most of these landscape-modeling approaches are working on low-dimensional single cell 

data due to the computational cost. A rational incorporation of these theoretical tools with 

appropriate dimensionality reduction algorithms to dissect the high-dimensional single cell data 

would lead to a more comprehensive picture of the landscape geometry and cell state dynamics. 
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5. Challenges, limitations, and outlook 

The remarkable advances of single cell proteomics provide powerful toolkits capable of assaying up 

to 50 proteins simultaneously in thousands of individual cells, opening new opportunities for 

interrogating a wealth of biological inquiries that were disguised by traditional population 

measurements. The majority of technical platforms and analytical methods discussed here were not 

existed or just beginning to emerge 5 years ago. They are now becoming routine biological tools in 

many laboratories. From a technical perspective, a major bottleneck of currently available tools is 

the level of multiplexing. Both cytometry and microchip tools sample around 20–40 proteins in 

regular practice and likely reach a limit between 50 and 100 proteins, which represents sampling 

only a tiny part of the proteome. The limit arises because of the reliance on antibody-based 

detection schemes. It poses biased analyses, as extensive prior knowledge is normally required for 

selecting protein panel that is most relevant to the problem under study, and thus precludes the 

utility in discovery level studies where prior knowledge is limited. This challenge might be overcome 

through the development of highly sensitive mass spectrometry-based tools at single cell resolution. 

Targeted proteomics using mass spectrometry has already evolved to the extent of analyzing small 

cell numbers. Protein processing with immobilized enzymes [88] or novel column chromatography 

methods [89] may eventually allow mass spectrometry to be a single cell proteomics discovery tool.  

A fusion of two or more detection schemes for simultaneous assaying, at single cell level, multiple 

classes of biomolecules in a single test is a natural step forward in the technical development. Such 

assays would allow a suite of cellular processes to be portrayed from the same single cells, revealing 

the behavior of individual cells in a more holistic manner. Primitive efforts have already been made 

towards co-profiling functional proteins and genomes [90], transcripts [91-93] or metabolites [26, 

http://dx.doi.org/
http://dx.doi.org/
http://dx.doi.org/
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94] from the same single cells. Given the rapid evolvement of this field, high throughput single cell 

technologies for integrated analysis of several classes of biomolecules may be on the horizon.  

Matching cellular heterogeneity with biological context remains a grand challenge for most single 

cell proteomic tools as the assays typically involve removal of the cells from their native context by 

dissociating the tissue samples into single cell suspension before analysis. Thus, while cellular 

heterogeneity is resolved, the context of that heterogeneity is lost. The spatial distribution of 

antigens in tissue context is important in certain scenarios, such as resolving the presence and 

distribution of CD4+ and CD8+ tumor infiltrating T cells in the tumor tissue section for 

immunotherapy design. The recent development of multiplexed ion bead imaging [95] and imaging 

mass cytometry [96] enables the analysis of single cells in situ within formalin-fixed, paraffin-

embedded tissue section, with a level of multiplexing that significantly exceeds traditional 

immunohistochemistry. The integration of molecular barcoding methods [97] with expansion 

microscopy [98] might provide an alternative approach towards analyzing the molecular profiles of 

the single cells within intact tissue samples. While the proteomic analysis on fixed tissues limits 

resolving the activities or dynamics of the protein signaling, we expect further advances in these in 

situ multiplexed single cell proteomic approaches will provide messages complementary to other 

single cell tools and transform our understanding of the cellular heterogeneity in the unperturbed 

tissue context.  

The increasing complexity of the high-dimensional single cell datasets requires continuous progress 

in the development of new analytical strategies and computational tools for gleaning useful 

biological insights from these data. While significant efforts have been made so far, the development 

of computational tools is still lagging behind the advances in experimental technologies. A major 

goal of high-dimensional analysis of single cells is not only to understand the relationships among 

various conceptual aspects of a cell population, but also to generate testable hypotheses regarding 

how the heterogeneous population would respond and adapt to various cellular and environmental 
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cues. However, the majority of algorithms for dissecting single cell proteomic datasets center on 

discerning the global data structure via data visualization, and dimensionality reduction, as well as 

identifying significant patterns (either pseudo-temporal order of cellular progression or static 

clusters). Very few algorithms are designated for making statistical inference or identifying cellular 

features that correlate with a desired outcome. This may in part clarify why most investigations 

using these powerful single cell proteomic tools are explorative and descriptive in nature rather than 

hypothesis driven. Now the time is ripe to move beyond these descriptive computational analyses. 

The idea that single cell functional proteomics can provide a conduit to the predictive world of 

statistical physics is exciting. Preliminary explorations of this idea have been encouraging, but the 

benefits (and limitations) of this type of thinking are largely untapped. It is certain, however, as the 

single cell tools continue to improve in multiplexing capacity, throughput, sensitivity and 

quantification, an overarching analytical framework that connects biological questions, experimental 

designs, to data analysis will eventually transform the practice of biomedical research as well as our 

understanding in single cell biology.   
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Figure legends: 

Figure 1. Representative multiplex single cell proteomic platforms and datasets. (A) Illustration of 

the workflow of a mass cytometry experiment. Cells labeled with mass-tagged antibodies are 

nebulized into droplets, ionized and atomized by argon plasma. The resulting ion cloud passes 

through a mass filter where transition metal reporters are quantified by a time-of-flight mass 

spectrometry. (B) Illustration of a microfluidics-based single cell barcode chip. Single cells are loaded 

into microchambers equipped with miniaturized antibody microarray. Cytokines secreted from cells 

as well as cytoplasmic and membrane proteins released upon cell lysis are captured by the 

designated antibody barcodes. Protein assays are developed using fluorophore-labeled detection 

antibodies and the signals are digitized by a microarray scanner. (C) A typical single cell proteomic 

dataset can be formularized as a table (left) where each row denotes a single cell measurements and 

each column denotes a measured protein level across the single cells. The distribution of a protein 

level as tabulated across many single cells is termed fluctuation of that protein (middle) that reveals 

the inherent heterogeneity of the cell population. The biaxial plot of two proteins (right) can be used 

to identify specific subpopulations or extract protein-protein correlations. 
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Figure 2. Representative analytical tools for high-dimensional data visualization and pattern 

identification. (A) SPADE visualization of immunophenotypic progression in healthy human bone 

marrow. (B) Scaffold map visualization of bone marrow sample taken from C57BL/6 mice with 

canonical subpopulation labeled as landmark on map. Respective cell type were manually gated, 

subjected to unsupervised clustering, and laid out in an unsupervised force-directed graph with the 

tissue of origin color-coded. (C) viSNE visualization of  healthy human bone marrow sample with all 

cell type being automatically separated. Different colors represent different cell types. (D) 

Phenograph clusters visualized on a t-SNE plane color-coded with sample ID (upper left) or average 

marker expression. Each cluster is represented by a single point scaled to its sample proportion. (E) 

Wanderlust trace visualization of signal intensities for four marker proteins across a five-point drug 

dose–response (0–1 μM) profile of a cancer cell line. The color-box on the bottom represents the cell 
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densities while the color scale is showed on the side. (F) Cycler visualization of cell-cycle progression 

from image-based dataset where cells and nuclei are segmented, and features are extracted for the 

construction of trajectory. Cells are then ordered along the trajectory with fractions of cells in the 

cell-cycle stage phases overlaid. Panels A-F are adapted with permission from Reference [40], [43], 

[52], [57], [59], [61], respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3. Representative biophysical or information theoretical approaches for analyzing single cell 

proteomic data. (A) Protein-protein interactions and the respective covariance matrix derived from 

the quantitative Le Chatelier’s theorem is visualized by Heatmap representation (Top). The 

measured change in the mean copy number of eight proteins in response to the addition of a 

neutralizing antibody is compared against the predicted change computed by the theorem using the 
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unperturbed single cell data (Bottom). (B) Quantitative Le Chatelier's principle reveals an oxygen 

partial pressure (pO2)-dependent phase transition in the mTORC1 signaling network within model 

GBM cells. Measured and predicted changes of the assayed proteins are compared as pO2 varies 

between specified levels. The agreement between experiment and prediction for 21–3% and 1.5–1% 

implies that these pO2 changes constitute only weak perturbations to the cellular system. The 

change from 3% to 2% pO2 denotes stronger perturbation, whereas for the range 2–1.5% pO2, a 

transition is implied by the qualitative disagreement between prediction and experiment. (C) The 

amplitudes of the top two constraints, as a function of separation distance are resolved from 

surprisal analysis of the single cell data. Note that both constraints are zero-valued near 90 

micrometers (Top). Analysis of the model GBM cells in bulk culture (Bottom). The inset image is a 

digitized image used for calculating the radial distribution function (RDF) of the cells. The plot, which 

was extracted from the RDF, indicates that the most probable (and lowest free energy) cell-cell 

separation distance is around 90 micrometers, which is consistent with the theoretical predictions. 

(D) Number of cells vs. Gi0λ0(cell, t), with different panels shown at different time points shown for 

the pS6K protein. The distribution at each time point was fitted to either unimodal or bimodal 

Gaussian distributions. Bimodal Gaussian distributions appear as the best fitting for days 12 and 28, 

implying a phase co-existence during the transition, whereas unimodal distribution is the best fitting 

for the control and day 96. (E) Dynamics of TCR signaling revealed by DREVI and DREMI analysis. 

Comparison of naïve T cells with antigen-exposed T cells is shown in the bar graph. Network 

representation shows signal transmission is sharper and more sustained in naïve cells. (F) Segregated 

subpopulations with differential GFP expression levels are cultured separately to relaxed back to the 

steady state distribution (Top). Estimated steady state distribution and respective potential 

landscape derived from the same distribution (Middle). Landscape model successfully predicts the 

dynamic of relaxation back to the original equilibrium from subpopulations sorted out from different 

regions in the original cell population (Bottom). Panels A-F are adapted with permission from 

Reference [38], [51], [77], [69], [83], [67], respectively. 
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Table1. Descriptive statistical algorithms for visualizing and analyzing single cell proteomic data 
Category Type of question to 

address Method name Unique features Limitations References 

Clustering-
based 

analysis  
Subpopulation/phenotype 

identification  

Manual gating 
Widely used in flow cytometry, easier to 
implement when prior knowledge is 
available. 

Prior knowledge of the system 
is required; limited to low-
dimensional dataset; gating is 
subjective 

[39] 

SPADE 
Unbiased density-based clustering; tree 
structure for visualizing subpopulation 
relationship. 

Loss of single cell resolution; 
some algorithms require pre-
specification of number of 
clusters 

[40] 

Scaffold Map 
Unbiased clustering of cell clusters; force 
directed layout for visualizing 
subpopulation relationship; prior 
knowledge is overlaid. 

[43] 

Citrus 
Identify cell subsets associated with an 
experimental endpoint of interest; allow 
correlating biological features with desired 
outcomes 

[41] 

FlowSOM Self-organized maps for data visualization; 
MST and t-SNE options are also provided. [44] 

X-shift 
Use fast k-nearest-neighbor estimation of 
cell event density for automated clustering; 
arrange populations by marker-based 
classification; high F-measure 

[42] 

Dimensionality 
reduction 
algorithm 

Global data structure with 
single cell resolution 

PCA 
Linear combinations of original measured 
parameters to create new principle 
variables that retain the most variance 

Do not account for nonlinear 
relationship between 
parameters  

[48] 

viSNE  Nonlinear dimensionality reduction with 
single cell resolution resolved Computationally demanding; 

rare cell subpopulations may be 
obscured 

[52] 

One-SENSE 
Assign a manually predefined category 
(annotation) with specific biological 
meaning to each t-SNE axis 

[55] 

Hybrid 
algorithm 

(clustering + 
dimensionality 

reduction) 

Global data structure with 
partition of 

subpopulations 

ACCENSE 
Combine nonlinear dimensionality 
reduction with density-based partitioning, 
and displays multivariate cellular 
phenotypes on a 2D plot. 

Loss of single cell resolution 

[56] 

Phenograph  
Clustering of cells from nearest neighbor 
graph generated from original high-
dimensional space then present cell 
clusters in 2D t-SNE plot 

[57] 

Seriation-
based 

analysis  

Cell state progression 
with pseudo-temporal 

order 

Wanderlust Given a known starting point define most 
likely linear path 

Incapable of dealing with 
bifurcating trajectory [59] 

Wishbone Position single cells along bifurcating 
developmental trajectories 

Not directly applicable to time 
course dataset 

[62] 

Cycler  
Construct a continuous trajectory of cell-
cycle progression from images of fixed 
cells 

[61] 
*Methods are grouped into these categories based upon the type questions they seek to answer. In practice, methods from multiple categories 
may be required to resolve the biological question. 
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